In this paper we review a general framework for the optimal bit allocation among dependent quantizers based on the minimum maximum (MINMAX) distortion criterion. Pros and cons of this optimization criterion are discussed and compared to the well known Lagrange multiplier method for the minimum average (MINAVE) distortion criterion. We argue that, in many applications, the MINMAX criterion is more appropriate than the more popular MINAVE criterion. We discuss the algorithms for solving the optimal bit allocation problem among dependent quantizers for both criteria and highlight the similarities and di erences. We point out that any problem which can be solved with the MINAVE criterion, can also be solved with the MINMAX criterion, since both approaches are based on the same assumptions. We discuss uniqueness of the MINMAX solution and the way both criteria can be applied simultaneously within the same optimization framework. Furthermore we show how the discussed MINMAX approach can be directly extended to result in the lexicographically optimal solution. Finally we apply the discussed MINMAX solution methods to still image compression, inter-mode frame compression of H.263, and shape coding applications.
I. Introduction
A compromise between the rate and the distortion is an inherent feature of every lossy compression scheme. One common approach to mathematically formulate this tradeo is to minimize the average (or total) distortion for a given bit rate, or vice versa, to minimize the bit rate for a given average distortion. In other words, the minimum average (MINAVE) criterion is employed. The philosophy behind this approach is that if the average distortion is minimized then, in the long run, the best quality is obtained.
The well-known Lagrangian multiplier method 3], 31], 20], 23], 19] is well suited for these kinds of constrained optimization problems. It converts the "hard" constrained problem into a set of \easy" unconstrained problems, parameterized by the Lagrange multiplier . These unconstrained optimization problems need to be solved optimally and e ciently so that the overall scheme is optimal and e cient. In the case where the quantizers are independent, the solution can be found by solving a set of independent problems 3], 31]. In the case of dependent quantizers, these unconstrained problems can be solved optimally and e ciently by dynamic programming (DP) 20], 23]. Quantizers are called dependent when the selection of a particular quantizer depends on the selection of a neighboring (in space and/or time) quantizer. Di erential pulse code modulation (DPCM) is a prime example, since a quantizer applied to the current value changes the prediction value for the next sample. This in turn changes the prediction error which is then quantized by another quantizer. Hence since the quantizer applied to the prediction error is non-linear, the quantizer applied to the current sample has a direct in uence on the selection of the quantizer used for the prediction error. We will give more examples of dependent quantizers later on. The search for the optimal solution consists of rst nding the optimal using, for example, the bisection method, such that the optimal solution to the unconstrained problem also solves the constrained problem optimally. It is interesting to notice that with this popular approach, a large variability among the di erent source distortions is possible. Since in general the sources are consecutive in time and/or space, such as, di erent frames in a sequence, di erent blocks in a frame, or di erent boundary segments, this variability in quality can be very disturbing and the perceived quality is low even though the average distortion is minimized.
A di erent approach to formalize the relationship between the rate and the distortion is the minimum maximum (MINMAX) distortion approach, where the goal is to minimize the maximum source distortion for a given bit rate, or vice versa, to minimize the bit rate for a given maximum source distortion. The philosophy behind this approach is that by minimizing the maximum source distortion, no single source distortion will be extremely bad and hence the overall quality will be quite constant. In fact, the MINMAX criterion is an ideal choice, when the goal is to achieve an almost constant distortion which is as small as possible for the available bit rate. It may also be the criterion of choice when subjective quality is taken into account. The lexicographic approach is a generalization of the MINMAX criterion for the case where the MINMAX solution is not unique. We will discuss the extension of the MINMAX approach to the lexicographic approach later on.
There are many applications where a global distortion metric, i.e., MINAVE criterion, is not a satisfactory measure of quality or acceptability. For example, to an investor whose stock went down there is little consolation in the fact that the Dow Jones index reached a new high. Similarly, in coding applications it may be meaningless, in certain cases, to rely on the global mean squared error (MSE) to judge performance. One example is given in section V-C for a boundary encoding problem. In Figure 18 the optimal MINAVE solution is found for a rate constrained problem. In this case the optimal MINAVE solution did not include the encoding of the area between the leg of the child. Note that otherwise, the boundary approximation is very good (error pixels are in white). This is the expected result for the MINAVE criterion, since encoding this long but rather small object requires many bits (long boundary) while not encoding it at all results in a relative small error (small area). Therefore it is the best trade-o in the MINAVE sense not to encode the object and instead use the saved bits to improve the boundary approximation for the other objects in the scene. Hence the MINAVE results in a small global MSE at the expense of a large localized MSE. A MINAVE solution has an inherent problem with outliers, which, though may be statistically insigni cant, can play an important role as we have shown in the above example.
With the MINMAX approach, on the other hand, this problem does not exist, since the local maximum allowable distortion is explicitly bounded. This is one motivation for the recent interest in near-lossless compression techniques 22], 7], 17], where quality is maintained at the local level. Note that the MINMAX approach discussed in this paper can include the near-lossless technique used in 22], using a proper de nition of distortion. Another strong argument in favor of MINMAX comes from perceptual quality considerations. It has long been known in the image coding eld that the human visual system exhibits more tolerance to distortions in regions with high spatial activity than to distortions in relatively at areas 10], 1]. If the chosen distortion metric is inversely related to a local (mean-removed) SNR, the application of the MINMAX criterion has the e ect of allowing more errors in high frequency regions and fewer errors in relatively uniform areas, which is consistent with perceptual quality considerations.
The MINAVE criterion, however, is much more commonly used in the literature than the MINMAX criterion. This is mostly due to the fact that e cient algorithms have been available for the MINAVE criterion, while such algorithms have been lacking for the MINMAX criterion. The MINMAX problem for independent quantizers has been studied in 14] where a simple algorithm has been proposed. The MINMAX algorithm for the optimal bit allocation among dependent quantizers described in this paper was rst published in 27] and also in chapter 4 of 23]. In 26] the connection between the MINMAX and the MINAVE algorithm is outlined while the rst application of the MINMAX algorithm to boundary coding was published in 28]. The rst application of the lexicographic criterion for the optimal bit allocation among independent quantizers in a continuous framework was published in 8]. The basic idea of secondary distortion measures was introduced for boundary coding in 23]. The main contribution of this review paper is the uni cation and generalization of the previously published results. We establish a common framework for the MINMAX and MINAVE criterion and show how the MINAVE can be extended to include the lexicographic criterion. Furthermore we generalize the concept of a secondary distortion measure rst introduced for boundary coding. In addition, we show how the boundary encoding problem is an application of the general theory discussed in this paper. Furthermore we present new results of the MINMAX criterion for video compression and compare it to previously published results using the MINAVE criterion.
In section II we introduce the notation and assumptions and formulate the problem mathematically. In section III we review the Lagrangian multiplier method for dependent quantizers and cast the solution in the DP paradigm. In section IV we review an e cient algorithm for the optimal bit allocation among dependent quantizers for the MINMAX criterion. In section III we also discuss the uniqueness of the solution and show how the MINMAX approach can be extended to result in a lexicographically optimal solution. In section V we apply both algorithms (MINMAX and MINAVE) to the Intra and Inter frame encoding schemes used in H.263 and compare the di erent results with respect to the mean and variance of the resulting distortion. There we also present an example of applying both criteria to the shape coding problem. Finally in section VI we compare the MINMAX and the MINAVE criterion and summarize the paper.
II. Notation, Assumptions and Problem Formulation
In this section we introduce the necessary notation, the underlying assumptions and the mathematical formulation of the optimal bit allocation problem in a dependent coding framework.
Before we proceed it is important to discuss in more detail the notion of a source signal (henceforth referred to as source), since the source distortion and the source rate are of critical importance in the development of the paper. In general, we consider as source any signal which is quantized. For example, if the quantizers are selected per block (or macro-block in H.263 notation) then each block is considered a source. On the other hand, if the quantizer is selected and xed on a frame by frame basis (which is a popular strategy), then the frames are considered di erent sources. In speech coding, it is common to segment the original waveform into blocks of 10 to 30 milliseconds length. Each of these blocks is then considered a source. For shape coding, the identi cation of a source becomes more di cult. Basically the original boundary is considered a sequence of boundary segments and each boundary segment is approximated (quantized) by either a straight line or a higher order curve. Hence the boundary segments are considered sources. A complicating factor is that the original boundary is not only segmented into one possible sequence of segments, but into all possible sequences of segments. Therefore, a given source (boundary segment) will in general consist of several other sources (smaller boundary segments) and this relationship holds until a boundary segment consists simply of two consecutive pixels. Nevertheless, with this view of a source in mind the boundary encoding is simply an application of the more general theory.
A dependent coding framework implies that the source rate r i (x i?a ; : : : ; x i+b ) and/or source distortion d i (x i?a ; : : : ; x i+b ) for a given source S i depends not only on the quantizer x i applied to that source, but also on neighboring quantizers x i?a ; : : : ; x i+b in a neighborhood de ned by two non-negative integers a and b. Examples of such dependent coding frameworks are all predictive coding schemes, such as motion compensated video compression, segmentation encoding, image coding, etc. For example, in motion compensated video compression, the quantizer selected for the previous frame has a direct in uence on the rate-distortion characteristic of the current frame, since the reconstructed previous frame and the motion information is used to predict the current frame.
The total rate for encoding all sources is the sum of the source rates, and de ned as follows, R( In either case, two optimal bit allocation problems can be formulated, the minimum rate problem and the minimum distortion problem (which is also called the rate constrained problem). In the minimum rate problem we are looking for the quantizer sequence which results in the smallest bit rate for a given maximum distortion D max . This can be formulated as follows, (4) In the minimum distortion problem we are looking for the quantizer sequence which results in the smallest distortion for a given maximum bit rate R max . This can be formulated as follows, The above formulations hold for either of the two distortion criteria. It should be noted, however, that in some applications, N, the number of sources retained for quantization, may be di erent from the number of sources present in the original signal. In this case, nding the optimal N is part of the optimization.
III. The MINAVE Criterion
In this section we show how the optimal bit allocation problem can be solved for the MINAVE criterion which is de ned in Eq. (2). The solution is based on the Lagrange multiplier method and DP. Note that for the MINAVE criterion, the total rate and the total distortion are of exactly the same form and hence the solution approach for the minimum rate problem is equivalent to the solution approach for the minimum distortion problem. Therefore, in this section, we will concentrate on the minimum distortion problem, keeping in mind that by re-labeling the function names, i. 
leads to R(x 0 ; : : : ; x N?1 ) = R max , then x 0 ; : : : ; x N?1 ] is also an optimal solution to the minimum distortion problem of Eq. (5) for the MINAVE criterion. It is well known that when sweeps from zero to in nity, the solution to problem (7) traces out the convex hull of the operational rate distortion curve, which is a non-increasing function. Hence bisection 6] can be used to nd . The main problem with the Lagrange multiplier method is that only solutions which belong to the convex hull can be found.
Clearly the e ciency of the Lagrange multiplier method depends on the assumption that the unconstrained problem of Eq. (7) (8) where j ;i ( ) = d i ( ) + r i ( ). The Lagrangian multiplier method is based on the assumption that the above unconstrained problem can be solved optimally and e ciently. In the following section we will closely follow the development of the DP recursion formula in 23]. Using it we will then show how DP can be used to optimally solve the unconstrained problem e ciently, as long as, the size of the neighborhood (a + b) is reasonably small. Since j l+1 (x l+1?a ; : : : ; x l+1+b ) does not depend on x 0 ; : : : ; x l?a , it can be moved outside the inner minimization and the following DP recursion formula results, j l+1 (x l+1?a+1 ; : : : ; x l+1+b ) = min x l+1?a j l (x l+1?a ; : : : ; x l+b ) + j l+1 (x l+1?a ; : : : ; x l+1+b )] : (11) Assuming that all source quantizers have the same cardinality jX i j, this recursive formula requires only jX i j a+b+1 comparisons to nd j l+1 (x l+1?a+1 ; : : : ; x l+1+b ), 8 x l+1?a+1 ; : : : ; x l+1+b given j l (x l+1?a ; : : : ; x l+b ). Thus the overall complexity is O(N jX i j a+b+1 ), which is a signi cant reduction from O(jX i j N ) required by the exhaustive search. It is important to note that the time complexity depends directly on the size of the neighborhood (a + b). In other words, if the the dependency among quantizers is well localized, such as in single predictor DPCM (a = 1; b = 0) or a second order B-spline (a = 1; b = 1, see section V-C), the above DP formulation results in a low time complexity. Clearly, if the dependency is not well localized, as for example the vector median based DPCM for the motion vector prediction in H.263 (a = 11; b = 0) 24], 29] the time complexity increases exponentially. Furthermore, in cases where the dependency is global, for example the current quantizer depends on every previous quantizer, then the above DP algorithm degenerates to an exhaustive search. Nevertheless, most problems have a strong local dependency and hence the DP approach works well. Consequently, the optimal sequence of source quantizers x N?a ; : : : ; x N?1+b is found by following the back-pointers during the backtracking stage, i.e., x l?a = i l (x l?a+1 ; : : : ; x l+b ) 1 ; l = N ? 1; : : : ; a ; (18) where ] 1 refers to the rst element in the vector.
IV. The MINMAX Criterion
In this section we propose a general algorithm for the optimal bit allocation among dependent quantizers for the MINMAX criterion 27]. The basic idea behind the proposed algorithm is to solve the minimum rate problem optimally using DP. This is possible since the maximum distortion constraint D max applies to each source and not to the sum of the source distortions.
We then prove that the operational rate distortion function is non-increasing. Therefore we can solve the minimum distortion problem, which is a min max problem, using bisection, where in each bisection iteration the minimum rate problem is solved using a di erent D max .
A. The Minimum Rate Problem
In this section, we solve the minimum rate problem which is described in Eq. (4) for the MINMAX criterion. The key observation for the derivation of the optimal solution is that, the maximum distortion D max constraint applies to each source, and not, as in the case of the MINAVE criterion, to the sum of the source distortions. We can make use of this fact by rede ning the source rates as follows, r i (x i?a ; : : : ; x i+b ) = 
In words, the rate for a source with a distortion which is larger then the maximum permissible distortion is set to in nity. This results in the fact that, given that a feasible solution exists, the quantizer sequence which minimizes the total rate, as de ned in Eq. (1), will not result in any source distortion greater than D max . If no feasible solution exists, then the resulting minimum total rate is in nite, hence this situation can easily be detected and D max can be increased.
In other words, the minimum rate problem, which is a constrained optimization problem, can be transformed into an unconstrained optimization problem using the above re-de nition of the source rates. The structure of the total rate formula in Eq. (1) is equivalent to the structure of the Lagrangian cost function for the MINAVE case in Eq. (8) . Hence the optimal solution to the unconstrained minimum rate problem can also be solved by DP as shown in section III-B.
We can now calculate the operational rate distortion function R (D max ) as follows, R (D max ) = min (20) where we assume that D max is a variable.
B. The Minimum Distortion Problem
The proposed optimal bit allocation algorithm for the minimum distortion problem is based on the fact that we can optimally solve the minimum rate problem. In other words, for every given D max we can nd the quantizer sequence which results in R (D max ), the minimum rate for encoding the combined sources, where each source distortion has to be below the maximum distortion D max (see Eq. (20)). We use the following Theorem to formulate an iterative procedure to nd the optimal solution for the minimum distortion problem. 
The above Theorem is intuitively clear since it simply states that if a greater maximum distortion is permissible, then we should be able to encode the sources with a smaller number of bits. Note that even though this seems obvious, this only holds true because we can solve the minimum rate case optimally.
Having shown that R (D max ) is a non-increasing function, we can use bisection to nd the optimal D max such that R (D max ) = R max , which solves the minimum distortion problem of Eq. 
The new bracketing points of the optimal solution are then the middle point and one of the original points which results in a bracket which includes the optimal solution. This procedure is then iterated until the optimal solution is found or the bracket is small enough for the purpose at hand.
Since this is a discrete optimization problem, the function R (D max ) is not continuous and exhibits a staircase characteristic (see Fig. 1 ). This implies that there might not exist a D max such that R (D max ) = R max . In that case, the proposed algorithm will still nd the optimal solution, which is of the form R (D max ) < R max , but only after an in nite number of iterations.
Hence we stop the algorithm after a xed number of iterations.
C. Breaking the tie
Sometimes the solution to the MINMAX distortion problem is not unique. That is, two or more source quantizer sequences result in the same minimum rate R (D max ) for the same distortion D max . One way out of this problem is to arbitrarily select one of the solutions, for example the one with the smallest index. This is in fact the way most encoders resolve this problem.
Another way to break this tie is with the use of secondary distortion measures rst introduced for boundary encoding in 23]. As shown above, DP is used to solve the minimum rate MINMAX problem directly by rede ning the source rates. Secondary objectives can easily be included in the DP framework. We propose to use the MINAVE criterion as a secondary objective to break the tie between two or more optimal MINMAX solutions. The source rates are changed again, and in fact something very similar to a Lagrangian is de ned. Recall the source rates were rede ned before in Eq. 
where r( ) andd( ) stand for r(x i?a ; : : : ; x i+b ) andd(x i?a ; : : : ; x i+b ), respectively, with the latter one being the MINAVE criterion-based secondary distortion measure and is a positive real number. As shown, the DP algorithm nds the sequence of dependent quantizers which minimizes P N?1 i=0 j i; (x i?a ; : : : ; x i+b ).
We would like to select such that it will identify a winner among the optimal solutions, but it should be impossible for any other solution to outperform the optimal ones. Let us denote by J 1 = R 1 + D 1 and J 2 = R 2 + D 2 the costs of two solutions to the original MINMAX problem and let us assume without loss of generality that solution J 1 is optimal. Clearly, if J 2 is also optimal, i.e., R 1 = R 2 , any positive real will cause the solution with the smaller secondary distortionD to be selected. If, on the other hand, J 2 is not optimal, i.e., R 1 < R 2 , then we would like solution J 1 to be selected regardless of the magnitudes of the secondary distortions. That is, > 0 must be such that, in this case, 
where R is the smallest possible di erence between an optimal and a suboptimal solution, which is usually 1 bit, andD max is the largest possible value of the secondary distortion measure. Consequently, any satisfying 0 < < R Dmax is capable of discriminating between two solutions based on a secondary distortion measure. By selecting as proposed above a suboptimal MINMAX solution will never be selected as the optimal solution, and the secondary distortion measure will only be used to nd a winner among the optimal solutions.
It is also possible to incorporate secondary distortion measures, speci cally the MINMAX measure, into a DP algorithm operating on the MINAVE criterion. We cannot include a MIN-MAX measure into the Lagrangian cost function directly. Note, however, that the maximum source distortion exhibits the same order of dependency as the sum of the source distortions. In other words, knowing the current maximum source distortion makes the future of the maximum source distortion independent from the past. We now apply this knowledge to the the DP recursion formula of Eq. 11. If two (or more) x l+1?a result in the same j l+1 ( ) the one resulting in the smallest maximum source distortion is selected and the new minimum maximum source distortion is stored together with the backpointer identifying the optimal x l+1?a .
Yet another way to break the tie between two or more optimal MINMAX solutions is through application of the lexicographic optimality principle 8], which can be considered an extension of the MINMAX criterion. If the MINMAX solution is unique, then it is also the lexicographically optimal solution. This is the reason why we discuss this approach in this section. The lexicographical optimality criterion can be explained as follows. If two or more MINMAX solutions exist, a sorted list is created for all candidate optimal solutions. It contains the source distortions introduced by individual source quantizers. These distortions are sorted in the decreasing order and the lists are then scanned sequentially. When there is a tie between two optimal MINMAX solutions the rst elements of the respective lexicographically ordered lists must be equal. The lexicographically ordered list which has the smallest second largest source distortion is then considered to represent the smaller total distortion and hence it identi es the optimal solution. If the second largest source distortion still results in a tie, then the third largest source distortion is compared, and so on.
Clearly we do not want to keep all possibly optimal solutions until the end of the DP. Ideally, we would like to eliminate lexicographically suboptimal solutions as early as possible. This can be achieved easily in the proposed DP framework, since a lexicographically ordered list exhibits the same order of dependency as the maximum of the source distortions. In other words, knowing the current lexicographically optimal list of source distortions makes the future of the lexicographically optimal list independent from the past. We now apply this knowledge to the DP recursion formula of Eq. (11). If two (or more) x l+1?a result in the same j l+1 ( ) the one resulting in the smallest lexicographically ordered source distortion list is selected and this new list is stored together with the backpointer identifying the optimal x l+1?a .
The main di erence between the idea of a secondary distortion measure and a lexicographically optimal solution is that the secondary distortion measure allows for the in uence of a completely di erent distortion measure. In contrast to this, the lexicographically optimal solution is all based on one type of distortion measure. For example, if there are two MINMAX optimal solutions for a boundary approximation, it makes intuitive sense to select the one which results in a smaller MSE. This is the nature of a secondary distortion measure. Clearly the tie can also be broken using a lexicographical criterion, but in this case the braking of the tie is still based on a smallest maximum distortion and not on something else, like an intuitive MSE. In other words, the secondary distortion measure is appealing to us since it allows to combine MINMAX and MINAVE criteria which are both well known concepts for which we inherently have an intuitive understanding.
V. Applications
In this section we present several examples from di erent areas of data compression to compare the MINAVE and the MINMAX approaches. They all have in common the theme of optimal bit allocation among dependent quantizers, for which solution techniques derived in sections III and IV are applied.
In section V-A we discuss the optimal block quantizer selection for a a still-frame compression scheme 23], 27]. In section V-B we discuss the optimal quantizer, mode and motion vector selection for a motion compensated video compression scheme. Note that the mode and quantizer selection scheme for the MINAVE criterion has been reported in 24] and is very similar to the scheme reported in 32]. The combined selection of motion vector, mode and quantizer for the MINAVE criterion has been reported in 29] while the selection of optimal motion vectors in a lossless video coder are discussed in 21]. Finally, in section V-C we discuss the optimal boundary approximation for a shape encoding scheme 11], 30].
It is important to notice that the presented theory can also be used for completely di erent coding schemes, as long as the assumptions stated in section II are satis ed.
A. Still frame compression
The dependent image coding scheme we use for this example is the Intra frame scheme employed in TMN4 4] , which is the test model four of the H.263 standard.
For the example at hand, we encode the rst frame of the QCIF color sequence \Mother and Daughter". We use the TMN4 mechanism for transmitting the quantizer step sizes which is based on a modi ed delta modulation scheme. In TMN4, the quantizer step size of the current macro block must be within 2 of the quantizer step size employed for the previous macro block. Then the di erence between the quantizer step sizes is entropy coded. This DPCM scheme results in a rst order dependency between two consecutive blocks, since the operational rate distortion curve of the current block depends on the quantizer selected for the previous block.
First we x the quantizer step size for all macro blocks to 10. The resulting rate (R Q=10 = 18297 bits) and distortion are listed in Table I . Note that the mean squared error (MSE) of the luminance (Y) channel is used as the distortion measure. For both, the MINAVE and the MINMAX criterion, we solve the minimum distortion problem, where we set the maximum rate equal to the the rate TMN4 uses for a xed quantizer of 10 (R max = R Q=10 ). Again, the resulting rate and distortion are listed in Table I . In Fig. 3 the MSE per macro block for the three implementations is shown and in Fig. 2 the corresponding quantizer selections are displayed. It is interesting to notice in Fig. 2 that there are quite a few blocks where the quantizers are the same for both optimal schemes. These blocks tend to coincide with the blocks where the MSE (see Fig. 3 ) is very small, i.e., blocks with no high frequency components. In Fig. 4 all three approaches are compared to the original image. The compression ratio for the three compressed images is approximately 11, and, even though in each case the block MSEs are quite di erent, the visual quality of the three compressed images is similar, which is another argument in favor of the fact that the global MSE does not tell the whole story. It is clear from Fig. 3 that the minimum maximum distortion scheme results in a more even quality for the entire frame than the minimum total distortion approach. In fact, discounting the blocks with very low MSE, the distortion pro le is quite at and very close to the minimum average distortion achieved by the MINAVE approach. In other words, the result shows that if the goal is to have almost constant distortion, which is almost as low as the smallest possible average distortion, for a given bit budget, the MINMAX criterion is an excellent choice.
B. Inter-mode frame compression
An example of applying the MINMAX approach to a dependent quantizer framework is presented here for the Inter frame coding scheme employed in TMN4 4] . This example is an optimal block-based (16 16) motion estimation and residual error quantization scheme.
As in the previous section, we use the QCIF color sequence \Mother and Daughter" to compare performance of MINAVE 29] , MINMAX, as well as a xed-quantizer scheme.
The displaced vector eld (DVF) encoding scheme used here di ers from TMN4 in two aspects. First, instead of a raster scan, the modi ed Hilbert scan 23] is employed to achieve a higher correlation between consecutive motion vectors. Second, only a rst order DPCM encoding is used and not a vector median-based one, which, because of the neighborhood's small size (a = 1; b = 0 in section III-A), results in a faster optimization procedure. The motion is estimated with a half-pixel accuracy with the maximum range of 15.5 pixels.
We use the TMN4 modi ed delta modulation scheme for transmitting the quantizer step sizes between the current and the previous blocks, with the di erence limited to 2. This di erence is then entropy coded and sent to the decoder together with the quantization index.
Conceptually, for a given block, we may think of selecting a particular motion vector followed by selecting the residual error quantizer as a single quantization operation. Since the number of these generalized quantizers is nite and they exhibit a rst order (rate) dependency, the techniques of sections III and IV are applicable.
In the following experiments we apply the scheme mentioned above to encode the \Mother and Daughter" sequence in the Inter mode at 7.5 frames/second, i.e., every 4 th frame. As with the Intra mode, the MSE of the luminance (Y) channel is used as the distortion measure.
First we x the quantizer step size for all macro blocks in all frames to 10. In this case, the encoder can only decide in which mode (Intra, Inter, Skip, or Prediction) a given block is encoded, and, in case of Inter, which motion vector to use. These decisions, however, are made using a heuristic algorithm. The resulting rates, for each frame, are stored in the rate pro le to be matched by the MINAVE and MINMAX optimal encoders, which, in addition to the mode, can also optimally choose both a motion vector and a quantizer for each block. That is, both MINAVE and MINMAX solve the minimum distortion problem, subject to the rate being equal (within 25 bits) to that used by TMN4 with the xed quantizer step size encoding. The resulting average block MSE evolution for the three encoders is shown in Fig. 5 for all coded frames. Similarly, Figures 6 and 7 show the evolutions of the maximum and the standard deviation of the block MSE. Clearly, the MINMAX approach leads to a greater uniformity in the maximum MSE across all frames. It may seem strange that, within each frame, the MINAVE and MINMAX approaches exhibit similar degree of variability of the block MSEs, as evidenced by Fig.  7 . However, a global measure like the standard deviation is inherently incapable of penalizing the few outliers possible under MINAVE, and, hence, obscures the bene ts of MINMAX. As expected, the MINMAX approach is outperformed by both MINAVE and xed quantizer schemes in terms of the average block MSE. The optimal quantizer selections and the optimal motion vector elds are displayed in Figures 8, 9 , 10, 11, 12, and 13 for the xed quantizer, MINAVE, and MINMAX encodings, respectively. It is interesting to note that in all cases no motion vectors are found in the hand area, since this newly appeared object was not present in the previous reference frame. In general, with the MINMAX approach an almost uniform level of quality is achieved, which, arguably, is more consistent with the subjective assessment of quality than the global MSE.
C. Shape coding
In this example we demonstrate the application of MINMAX and MINAVE approaches to the problem of lossy boundary encoding. Recently this problem has attracted considerable attention as a result of emerging multimedia applications and the MPEG-4 standardization e ort.
A number of algorithms have been recently reported, like for example, the context-based CAE The problem at hand is the lossy approximation of a given closed discretized contour by connected segments of a given order (lines or higher order curves). In the following discussion we refer to 2 nd -order B-spline segments, with each segment being de ned by three consecutive control points. The precise mathematical de nition of this parametric curve is given in 11]. A continuous spline segment is quantized to t the discreet support grid of the image. Optimal placement of the control points, under a chosen di erential encoding scheme of their position and a segment distortion measure, constitutes the solution to the contour approximation problem. Although on the surface this problem seems quite di erent from the other examples presented in this paper, it can be formulated and solved using the same methods.
The de nition of a distortion between the original and the approximating boundaries is not unique. When the MINMAX criterion is employed, the problem at hand is to minimize the rate while guaranteeing that none of the pixels of the approximating contour is located farther than D max (Eucledian distance) away from the original contour. To aid in the implementation, as well as, understanding of the algorithm, we de ne a distortion band, centered around the original boundary, to which a MINMAX approximation must belong. (In 12] , D max was allowed to vary). Figure 14 , in which also the original and the approximating contours are shown, illustrates this concept. We note, however, that D max is not a true metric, since there may be pixels on the original contour located a distance D > D max from the approximating contour.
For the MINAVE criterion, we choose to adapt the distortion metric used by MPEG-4 to evaluate e ciency of competing shape coders. A contour distortion is de ned as the number of incorrectly labeled pixels, i.e., all pixels in the interior of the original object and in the exterior of the approximating object, or vice versa, normalized by the total number of interior pixels in the original frame. A frame distortion d n , which is the sum of its contour distortions, is then de ned as d n = number of pixels in error number of all interior pixels : (25) Let p u?1 , p u and p u+1 be three consecutive control points de ning a B-spline segment of the approximating boundary. This segment originates at the midpoint (p u?1 ; p u ) and terminates at the midpoint (p u+1 ; p u ). Let us also associate the beginning and the end of the spline segment with l 0 and m 0 , the two closest points on the original boundary, respectively. Then the segment distortion can be evaluated, as in Fig. 15 , by counting the number of pixels in error. Clearly, the contour distortion under the MINAVE criterion, in this case, is additive, since it can be de ned on a segment-by-segment basis.
In order to de-correlate consecutive control point locations a 2 nd -order prediction model is used 11]. Every control point is encoded in terms of the relative angle and the length (in pixels), as depicted in Figs. 16A and 16B. Control point locations are not restricted to belong to the original boundary, since the problem at hand is that of approximation and not interpolation. For reasons of computational complexity, however, a xed width admissible control point band is de ned around the original contour, similar to the distortion band of Fig. 14 , to which control points must belong. We sequentially number all original boundary pixels and associate every control point band pixel with the boundary pixel closest to it. Implementation details, including speci cation of the VLC tables for and , can be found in 11], 16].
Having de ned the segment rate r(p u?1 ; p u ; p u+1 ) and the segment distortion d(p u?1 ; p u ; p u+1 ), the problem is the selection of control points under either MINMAX or MINAVE criterion in the framework of resource allocation among dependent quantizers or states, so that the tools developed in Sec. III and IV can be applied to nd the optimal solution. We note that when the MINMAX criterion is employed, d(p u?1 ; p u ; p u+1 ) is two-valued: 0 when the segment falls within the distortion band, and 1 otherwise. Let us de ne a state as a grouping of two consecutive control points. A transition between two states (p u?1 ; p u ) and (p u ; p u+1 ) is then labeled with a Lagrangian cost w(p u?1 ; p u ; p u+1 ) = r(p u?1 ; p u ; p u+1 ) + d(p u?1 ; p u ; p u+1 ), representing one Bspline segment. Thus we can associate a \quantizer" with every pair of consecutive states, since it has both the rate and the distortion characteristics. Thus, an ordered set of control points corresponding to the sequence of dependent quantizers with the least total cost constitutes the optimal solution to the contour approximation problem. The optimal solution is obtained by applying the DP recursion formula, described in Sec. III-A.
We conduct experiments on the 100 frames of the \Kids" sequence in the intra mode, i.e., without taking into account the temporal correlation between frames. We compare the MINAVE and the MINMAX algorithms in terms of their rate vs distortion characteristics in Fig. 17 ,where both the rate and the distortion were averaged over 100 frames. As expected, MINAVE outperforms MINMAX with respect to the global distortion measure used for its optimization. When we consider the visual quality, however, the MINMAX result may be preferred. Figures 18 and 19 show the same object encoded using the MINAVE and MINMAX criteria with 343 and 347 bits, respectively. With the areas in error shown in white, it can be seen in Fig. 18 that the object representing the area between the legs of the kid was deemed unimportant based on the global rate distortion tradeo . With the MINMAX approach the encoder must approximate every object with a given maximum distortion D max which prevents such objects from being skipped.
VI. Conclusions
We conclude this paper by comparing the two optimal bit allocation algorithms for the MI-NAVE and the MINMAX criterion. The MINAVE approach is based on the Lagrange multiplier method. This method is used to transform the constrained optimization problem into a set of unconstrained optimization problems parameterized by the Lagrangian multiplier . These unconstrained problems are then solved optimally using DP. The optimal , which results in the solution of the original constrained problem, is then found using an iterative approach, such as bisection, where for each iteration the unconstrained problem needs to be solved. For the MINAVE approach, the minimum rate and the minimum distortion problem are both solved by the same algorithm. This is one of the main di erences between the MINAVE and the MINMAX approach.
For the MINMAX approach, the minimum rate problem, which is a constrained optimization problem, can be transformed into an unconstrained problem using the re-de nition of the source rates. Then this unconstrained problem can be solved directly using DP. In other words, no iteration is necessary to solve the minimum rate problem. The minimum distortion problem is then solved using the fact that we can nd the optimal solution to the minimum rate problem, which results in a non-increasing operational rate distortion function. The solution to the minimum rate problem is also found by an iterative search for the optimal D max using bisection. For each iteration, the minimum rate problem (i.e., the unconstrained problem) is solved using DP.
While these algorithms have many similarities, they are quite di erent with respect to nding all optimal solutions. This cannot be guaranteed for the Lagrangian approach, since only solutions belonging to the convex hull can be found. Furthermore, while the Lagrangian multiplier method needs an iterative search, for both, the minimum rate and the minimum distortion problem, the MINMAX approach only needs an iteration for the minimum distortion problem. Hence the minimum rate problem can be solved much faster for the MINMAX approach. Ultimately, showing that the MINMAX approach has several algorithmic advantages over the MINAVE approach does not help somebody who needs to solve a MINAVE problem. We do believe however that many real world problems are better served by using a MINMAX approach than a MINAVE approach and that the MINAVE approach has only been so popular since its optimal solution has been known. We have argued that the MINMAX approach based on maintaining a minimum level of local SNR is highly correlated with perceptual quality measures. Now that the optimal solution to the MINMAX criterion is known, we believe many problems should be solved using this approach. This is especially true, since both approaches are based on the same underlying assumptions. Hence every DP algorithm which can solve the MINAVE problem can easily be changed to solve the MINMAX problem.
Both algorithms discussed in this paper (MINAVE and MINMAX) were applied to the intraframe encoding scheme used in H. 263 23] , 27], inter-frame mode of the same standard, as well as, shape coding 11], 30]. The results obtained were compared in terms of the global MSElike measures and visually. It was clear from these experiments that the MINMAX approach resulted in a more even quality for the entire source than the MINAVE approach. In the shape coding example, the MINMAX approach avoided the problem of skipping perceptually important features and objects. The sacri ces in the average distortion in the MINMAX approach in the conducted experiments were not signi cant. In conclusion, if the goal is to have almost constant distortion, which is almost as low as the smallest possible average distortion, for a given bit budget, the MINMAX criterion is an excellent choice. error-free pixels; black: background). 
